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At the request of the organizing comittee, I developm-to happened in Prague, especially in
would like to share awe of my observations and bonnection with the University; nevertheless. I
remembrnoeo about the development of computa- will not go into details except to emphasize that
tioNal utematis in Cuehoslovakia and the USSR. this program was very closely related to the
My observatlois viii be very subjective and broad development of applied mathematics.
in scope.

2. The period 1918-1945
A. Mme Deelopmen In Cmdmlomkia

After World War , Czechoslovaklia was estab-
1. The development umtil 1918 lIshed as a democratic republic. The development

of computational mathematics was closely related
A very esential milestone in the development to applications especially in engineering. Let m

of sclence in Central 8Ope was the foundation of mention as an onpie the fields vith which I an
the Charles University in Prague in 1348. To my familiar, the structural mechanics, elasticity,
kmwledge, the first mathematical text at this strength of materl. One outstanding scientist
University was likely m mlsom Iosoaz by in this direction was Z. hant, professor of the
KrIlton, from Prachatieo (In Czechoelovakia) writ- Technical University in Prague. Traditionally.
ten in 1400. This text concentrates on arithmetic computational methods for the analysis of frame
and so I see it as the first text on computational construotions were of great interest. Essential-
mathematics in Central Erope. ly. these techniques were related to the direct

Many outstanding mthemasticians interested in and iterative methods for solving systems of lin-
computations wre, directly or Indirectly, for ear algebral equations. Them usually sophis-
shorter or longer periods, associated with the ticted methods were based rather on physical and
Charles University. Let se mention the astrono- engineering intuition than on mathematical theo-
mrs T. Brahe (1546-1601), J. Kepler (1571-1630) rie, because at this time maximal simplification
and J. Bgrgi (15S2-1632), among others. The all- was needed for any computation. Some of these
ver mining in Bohesia (the major mining place in methods could be described today as the splitting
Europe at this time) and the construction of a method, block iterations, sme as the method of
system of ponds in Southern Bohemla required sig- dimensional reduction, etc.
niflcant effort and high accuracy in godesic Approximate methods for analysis of plates and
measurements and computations. This, together shells based, for example, on Fourier method. se-
with the need of astronom, contributed to the rLes method, etc., were typical for solving per-
development of computational mathematics. Con- tial differential equations. Various solution me-
putational methods of Brahe (how to multiply num- thods had the character of finite differences de-
bare by additiom with help of tables of sin and rived on physical grounds by "spring analyses."
cc.) together with the logarithmic (tables qf Let us mention that Cauohy's spring model of an
Napier, Kepler, irgi), and the development of a elastic medium can be Interpreted as finite dif-
mechanical computer by Schickart, from Tibingen ference scheme for Lan-Mavier equations with
in Oermmny (1592-1632), based at Kepler's Inspire- roinson ratio v - 1/3. Various methods for solv-
tion, lead to new developments of computational ing nonlinear problems, eigenvalue problems. etc.,
mthematlos. The Algebra by 3rgi was edited by were developed in connection with buckling and
Kepler, especially because it contributed to the stability considerations in general. In mechan-
computational techniques. Many other important ieal engineering various methods were developed in

connection with vibration problems, etc.
The first mathematical book [1. 1934J written

in 1934 by two professors of mathematics at the
Technical University in Prague became a widely
used text. This book covered essentials of nuser-
ical analysis in a relatively accurate and de-

KavIted lecture at ACl Conference on the History of tailed manner. Although this book did not brake
Scientific and Nueric Computation, May 13-15, 1987 new grounds or Introduced new approaches. it be-
Prineton, Now Jersey. came a major source of education in computationalmathematics and in computational research in en-



giseiIU applications in Czechoslovakia. which became well known in mathematics in and out-
Czechoslovakia was a highly developed indus- side of Czechoslovakia. I. kbulka (Numerical and

trial conmtry. The Ikoda enterprises, an indus- Applied Mathematics), N. Fiedler (Theory o Matri-
trial concern, supported a theoretical department ces), J. Kurzweil (Theory of Ordinary Differential
which was heavily Involed in computations. Thanks Equations), V. Ptik (Functional Analysis), 0.
to that, Czechoelovakia had a broad and firm tra- VeJvoda (Differential Equations), N. Zlaml (Fl-
dition In applied mathematics and through it in nits Element Method). Under the leadership of E.
computational methods. dech, the best Czechoslovak mathematicians partlc-

It is interesting to compare the scientific ipated inthis program. I would like to mention
situation in Czechoslovakia and Poland. Without especially V. Knichal, V. Koinek, professors at
any doubts, Poland was a superpower In pure mathe- Charles University in Prague, F. Vylichlo, Profes-

mtion during this time; It was In the absolute sor at Technlal University, 0. Boruvka, Professor

forefront of the world research in developing such at the University in Brno. This group of students

mathematioal fields as Functional Analysis, Real and their teachers were a congenial, dedicated
Analysis, Topology, etc. On the other hand, In my group of the highest quality. I have not seen
opinion, the level of applied mathematis was afterwards anywhere in the world such a congenial
higher In Czechoslovakia than In Poland. group of students and teachers.

In the Fall of 1938. Czechoslovakia was crip- Professor E. tech, although a pure mathemati-
pled by the Munich treaty; on March 15, 1939, clan with basic interest in topology and gometry.
HItler occupied Bohemia and Moravia, the indus- had very broad views which he imposed on the group
trial western part of Czechoslovakia, and created together with his dedication, hard work and inter-
a puppet state of Slovakia from the eastern part est in every aspirant (student). E. tech insisted
of Czechoslovakia. In other words, Czechoslovakia that all of his "aspirants" became familiar with
ceased to exist. numerical methods. To this end, he obtained from

On November 17, 1939, Hitler closed all unl- the Soviet Union some old copies of the book of
verltles to prevent the higher education of the Kantorovich Krylov [2, 19361, which was well known
Czech poplation. Universities were closed until in the Soviet Union and was translated later In
the end of the war and the collapse of Hitler's the West. Beause the copying machine did not
Germay. This, of course, had a profound effect exist at that time in Czechoslovakia with the ex-
in the development of saienee In general, and eption of the ditto sheet machine, E. tech trans-
mathematics in particular. Although there were latee and dictated it to his secretary, so that
underground seminars and some mathematical work the entire book was typed and by ditto technology
and some more elementary publications were somehow given to his aspirants. This and similar tech's
published, an entire generation of scientists (6-8 acts were typical of* his dedication. Neverthe-
years period) was lost. (Some effects of this less, It is necessary to say that Prof. E. tech
will be discussed in the following sections.) was a highly demanding person, completely "ob-

sessed" by asthmatics (in the best sense of the
3. The early post war period. Period of basic word) who permanently challenged his students

education individually and as a group almost in a dictato-
rial fashion. In retrospect, one has to admire

Almost immediately after the end of the war, more and more his mathematics, dedication, wisdom
the Universities were opened and maximal efforts and what he save to "his" youngsters (with or
started to fill the gap crested by the closing of without their consent).
the schools for six years. Shortened studies were K. 6eh also insisted that the aspirants will
designed to fill the gap as quickly as possible. get basic education in computer technology and its
Besie lectures were given In theaters for 1500- use. He arranged for lectures by Prof. A. Svoboda.
2000 students. This emergency education had sur- A. Svoboda worked in the field of electronics in
prisingly good effects because of the high motive- the United States during World War II. He returned
tion of the students and teachers. In thre to to Czechoslovakia in 1946 and went beck to the
four years the major part of the educational gap United States in 1966. A. Svoboda was the leader
wa closed, especially in the education of engl- in the development of computers in Czechoslovakia.
ners, teachers, medical personnel, etc., but Under his leadership, a design and implementation
could not and was not completed in the field of of a unique relay computer was made (tubes were
science and in the education of scientists. not valiable at this time). Svoboda's machine

In February 1948, the Comunlst party took called SAPO was a triplet machine with three a-
over the government. The pattern of Soviet organ- rithmetic units which after every operation (made
iation was applied in Czechoslovakia Including simultaneously) "voted" and the majority vote was
scientific education and research. Already in used as the answer. The programing was a 5 ad-
1949 the institution of *Aspirants" was estab- dress system. The computer SAPO had many unique
lished. 'Aspirantura" was an organization for features. Unfortunately it was completed when the
graduate studies In and outside the universities, next generation (tubes) was already in full swing.
Aspirants were awarded fellowships. Almost at the During this period, work seminars were rou-
same time, preparations for the foundation of the tins. Teachers, as well as students, were in-
Academy of Soieness (Soviet style) was started. volved In these seminars. I remember, for exam-

In mathematics the major responsibility for ples the work In a paper by Goldatine, Neumann (3,
the education of aspirants was given to E. tech, 1947] which convinced us that there was no hope
professor at Charles University, a well known that elimination method could and would be used in
topologist. He gathered about a dozen of the best the future for matrices larger than 100 (what a
and met promising young students, graduates from wrong conclusion!) Another paper having big l-
the universities, and led their scientific educe- pact was the one by Courant, Friedrich and Levy
tion. Let me mention a few names from this group [4, 1927J which was analyzed in every detail; E.
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_0sw go M oae related to ths.
Ie 1e - f1e0ds of mathostes. The research Project OrIlk was related to the

aw u To 9*131k, V. gold$"l end ri. Proposed building or the largest dam In Caecheslor-
T1414hao smr as. to Vo a now arn ration at vakia located about 40 m smit from Prague.an the
mey 061wO tMO ioiea sod rill the gep of thn rimW TIMaMa The d1M ws Ot onacrete gravita-

saftst ol Us*ti by Nl~er Im a relatively tionsi type, about 600 ft high. The project O.'lk
a rt pauled of Uis. (Let as maticn that also was an Integrated complex research in mathematics.

* With M eFgaodw effort, It needed eilat to engineering and material soien (cement, con-
be ywo' to ovecome the wasie effects or this ciete).* The leader of the mathematicsl part was

gagmug.)I- MR1101ke of the engineering part Prof. L.
Njalfk (Professor or Tech. University Brno). *and

4. ftildieS the Mthematical Institute of the of the techological0 part, Dr. J. Jlrsik. The
C aeheslovak Academy of Science project was a team work and included a largs staff

of people working an desk calculators.
In the early fifties, the Mathematical Insti- The main technical problem wa that the con-

tae or the Cnuselowa Aadn was established. crete releases a significant amount of heat dwr-
IL boh. T. Kalchal. J. Novilk F. Vrichlo. to- Ing hardening. Simultaneously, the hardening,
gether with mss ot the previous aspirants, played which depends strongly on the temperature,* changes
a prominent role Is leadiag the Institute. New significantly the material properties. e.g. alas-
research groups twr built and another geeration ticity modules creep and relaxation properties,
of yon reserhehrs edted. etc. Thi leads to the creation of significant

In the field of Applied and iNmrical Nathe- streaw state which Is frrozen inw during the hard-
satinsansd Partial Differenmtial Xuamtions, 1. ening and later could lead to dangerous and oeml-
Imbula and K. MaktorygO became very active In cue cracks. The effects of this type could be
collaboration with Prot. V. Vyilo. controlled by a proper technology of building and

The main emphasis io this direction of applied of material properties. The large dons In the
Mthmtica was HGOARIcA Of solids and partil United States used a cooling system by pipes in-
differential "nations especially of elliptic sorted ink the dos. The' basic questions of the
type. The main direction was the relation between rsear ch waret a) What wre the effects of various
modern doe% athematce end applcations with en- building procedures on the possible c .recks? is it
phasis en smtrustIve approaches which could be necssary to us pipe cooling. etc.? Could the
used tor concrete solution, af problem. Ons of .~cracks, If any, be expected? b) Now the proper-
the result of this effort wans the book (6, 1953]. ties Of the concrete Influence the undesired ef-*
The basis or this bock weasUn theory or analytic feots of building, later functions of the dam,
functions of cmplex variables In the spirit of etc.? Mased on the research results, the dam was
the Ibmhlishili theory. Tis philosophy of the built without cooling by a relatively quick build-
honest mathematics In application iater le to Ing schedule In blocks about 12 ft high. The dam
the book [5, 19662 by K. btftrys and coworkers. behaved as predicted and serves well its purpose.

The above philosophy In Its puret frm, and Assults of the analysis were presented at the dam
Influenced by bnA'baki, led to se effort (e.g. world ongress In 1MS, and yore included distin-
by T. Knichal and ethers) to create an axiomatic- guahly In the coress reporter's repot. Some
precise system of applied athemtics. This ef-- technical conclusions awe, e.g * in [10. 1958].
fort did not accmlish too much. El 1, 19613.

The early poet-wa period (I cell it Operiod .The essential novelty was the emphasis on
of education') ende roughly in 19W when the Integrated approach and the reliablilty of the
Mathematical Institute ws firmly established, conclusions. The reliability aspects were divided

In the following groups
5. The Project Orlk a. reliability of mathematical model.

b. reliability of available Input data,
The project Orlik was an Important milestone c. reliability of the numerical method and

In the development of computational and applied principles or Its selections,
=themas In Czechoslovakia. Tis project was d. reliability of the arithwetic computatione

menod as the one or the principal achievements (round of fs) (because minimal number of
of the Czechoslovak Academy of Soieness on the cc- used digits were essential for compute-
masion of the celebration of 30 years of its foun- tions on desk calculators).
datien. and in the publication ES, 19866] on the These questions were directly and Indirectly ad-
ocaion at forty years of post-war matheis. dressed In a series of' theoretical sand engineering

The project Orlk was a large scale computa- pepers and reports.
tional Project (although still performed on desk The problem was highly nonlinear and three-
calculators) which could be characterized as the dimensional. BOcause three-dimensional solution
transi tion from the prcm tr to the computer Was Out of the question for obvious reasons, a
era In Czechoslovakia, see, e.g. (9. 1966]. This series of two-dimensional problems were solved and
Project had a profound Impact and was character- combined approximately Into three-dimnsonal ones
ised by the principles which after thirty yearsare by a sort of splitting up approach. Let m ecx-
still the center of Interest In computational and plain now some of the problems (in a simplified
applied mathematics In the United States and else- way).

5K. flektorys Is the author of (5] and C7] which are well known in the United States.
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1) tmm 1 wth U4 VINM eoeL, to solve a stochastic problem for Equation (1)
I" bse 4 MO which ms cosidered ws: when the boundary conditions are a stoohastio

ftuncion - the outside temperature. The main val-
() O(u.) a O(u.4) 3 a a(u.) •e and dispersion for the desired information were

I - X_ y- y- cmpued. Thetheoretical base was described In
* F(u,4) E1 , 1961]. (Let us remark that today a large re-

seerch project, sponsored by NASA Lewis, solving
this problem with stochastic input data Is in pro-'i.(1b) d- gl,) rass.)

Nors u Is the temperature. F the Intensity of
the be t created by hydration, 6 a fictive Um to+2T
(age) In which the same amount of heat ws pro-
dued as when the temperature would be fixed to T
(about ToF). This fiotive time charaterizes the
state of the chemical reaction. The coefficients
o(u.4) and a(up) were found so mildly depend to
ent on u,4 that avarage values were used. The
chracterization of F(u,4) was essential. A
special oae was devoted to the laboratory experi-
ments. Finally, the above mentioned model, based
on a chemical model of hydration. was accepted and
a differential equation (lab) was designed and
usd. The data were obtained by the measurement of
the heat release in the period (Ot) under con-
stant temperatures and in an adiabatic state. The
computation or the increments in r us organized
so that the total heat as exactly preserved. This Fig. 1. Schematic state of progressed dam.
us very essential for the reliability.

The technology oi the building consisted In 3) The elasticity problem. Given the temper-
quick production of blocks about 12 ft high with ature, the theramostresses were computed. The ea-
time Intervals T In between. The scheme in sential problem was the formulation of the problem
shorn in Figure 1. To simplify the problem, a with respect to material properties Including
periodic solution (in time and space) was ana- change of elasticity module and creep (relaxation)
lyzed. It has been shown that the solution properties. etc. A rheological model based on a
quickly approe the state u(t#T,x,y~d) - description of the chemical process of hardening
u(txy). .0 1 t 1 7 and this stato us nmari- as designed and tested In the laboratory.
cally computed E12, 1960]. The numerical solution as based on a series

The numerical method us essentially the fi- of plane problems in the spirit of splitting up
nite difference method with the scheme derived by methods. In this phase, J. Ne a contributed sig-
the call integration identity principles guaran- nificantly to this research. Among others, the
teing the balance condition. This technique was theoretical papers [15, 1958J C16. 1959] are di-
close to the technique of N-arauk'a identity, ela- reotly related to this work. The monograph [17,
borated later in E13, 1966]. 1967] by J. UNeas is the only basic monograph

In essential feature which us introduced much which does not avoid unamooth domaino. This
later in the finite element method under the name monograph and other results or J. Neas are well
'special elements' us used in the computations. known In the Vest. Various Iterative methods were
In the presence of cooling pipes there uas a si- used in the connection of splitting the problem
niriant heat sink. Nome, the solution was writ- Into two dimensional ones. Let us mention one of
ton in the form the, type of Schwarz alternating algorithm.

Mathematically, the main generalization used was
u(zyt) - v(xy9t) # (xyt) based on the following functional analytical frame

(which Is today more or less standard), formulated
where w(x,y,t) us the linear solution of a here in the simplest form:
point source (more precisely single circle source) Let Pi, P2  be projection operators on the
with the intensity o(t) (which was the computed subapems SI ,S2 c H. Then (P2 P2 )n converges
intensity of cooling). Funotion v uas deter- pointwise to the projection onto s1 n S2 .
mined by finite difference method as explained
above and the hydration heat was Included In this 4) Error control. The basic idea of the
tem. (For the stationary solution exactly the error control of the numerical method was to in-
method of special element was obtained.) terpret the numerical solution as exact solution

of a problem with slightly different input data.
2) The freesina problem. The building of the The mathematical models were verified by computa-

dam had to continue during winter when freezing of tion of some simple laboratory experiments. The
the concrete in the beginning phase of hardening round-off error was analyzed in a way close to
could create a serious damage. At most the con- that explained later in the monograph (13, 1968]
cret s *allowed to freeze for a short time at a by a-sequences. In the project Orlik, a team of
depth of 1 - 2 in. The wooden siding for laying reseasrohers was involved. In addition to those
the cencrete serves also as insulation, and the already mentioned, I. Babuka. L. Mejzlik,
freezing occurs when the siding is moved in the J. Jirsik, E. Vitisek, J. Neas, other researchers
next building cycle. The main approech was here participated, especially K. Rektorya, M. Priger,

4.



p. Vy icklo. Vrlous publicmtlas and reports, suIts related to the applications of a minimiza-

which direetly or indirectly were related to the tic. are using the Friedrioh extension of the op-
projeet, were published during this time. erator to a selfadjoint ane. This direction was

utilized by Hiolin in many of his papers and
6. The research in the optimization of the numer- books, and Nichlin was likely the first who used

Joel methods, numerical stability and numeri- the term energy spae." An important role played

cal methods In general the analysis o the energy space and the question
to what Sobolev space (in today's terminology) it

During the sixties (1964, 1967). conferences is equivalent. For example, in (27, 1952J this
devoted to numerical athmatics were organized. question is analyzed for basic probleas of the

Emphasis ws placed on the questions of optimality elasticity theory. For the mixed problem (e.g.
of the selection of numerical method and numerical free friction contact boundary condition) the

stability. These conferences, which took place in equivalency was analyzed, e.g. In [28, 1951]. The

the castle Liblice. were held In a very informal characterization of the energy space for Poisson

working atmosphere. Leading numerical analysts problem on an infinite domain was discussed in

and mathematicians from east and west partici- [29. 1953]. The convergence of the Ritz method in
pated. Let me mention, among others, V. S. the energy space is then directly related to the
Bchvalov, 0. Golub, P. Henrici, 0. 1. Narchuk, best approximation. An effort was made to analyze
F. Olver, S. L. Sobolev, A. i. Tichonov. These the copvergence in the stronger nOrms lul-
conferences were, in my opinion, the very first (Au,AuA) (see. e.g. E30, 1956]) or weaker norms

meetings in the world concentrating specifically as H L. (me, e.g. (31. 1941 J. The convergence
on the questions of optimal selection of the nu- of the Treftz method was analyzed in detail in
merical method. The various aspects of optimal- [26, 1950].
Ity, theoretical and computational were discussed. The Galerkin method and general method of mo-

Some Ideas and resulta related to this direction menta (also with different trial and test funo-

obtained in Czechoslovakia were, for example, pro- tions) for Integral equations vere studled in many

sinted in [13, 1966]. papers by Krylov and his coworkers. See, e.g.
(23. 1927], (32, 1931]. In applications to dif-

a. Comptatiomal mathematics In 0i ferential equation, Petrov (33, 1940] used the
different trial and test spaces, and the term

In this sotion I will makel a few subjective GlerkLn-Petrov method Is used sometimes today.
coments about the development of computational Keldys (34, 1942] applied this method to a non-
mathematics in USSR up to the mid 1950. For a selfadjoint boundary value problem for ordinary
systematic survey, we refer to E18, 191] and [19. differential equation; this paper very likely was
1959]. the first one establishing the convergence of the

The theory of approximate methods has a long method in general setting when applied to an spe-
tradition. For example, the idea of the Galerkin cific problem. The convergence of the Galerkin
method was Introdued in 915 in E20, 19153. The method was established by Nichlin for the opera-
Ritz method was investigated in a series of papers tors of the form A - S0 # K where A is posi-
of Krylov and Bogoljubov. See e.g., (21, 1917] tive definite selfadjoint operator, and A 1 K is
[22. 1917]. (23. 1927]. (24. 1931]. The Galerkin compact in the norm (Aox.x)k. See (35. 1948],
method was investigated by various authors in the (36. 1950], (37, 195T]. In (38. 1948J. a general
pre-war period. The book of Kantorovich and functional analytlc scheme of numerical method was
Krylov [2, 1936] is likely the first comprehensive discussed by Kantrovich. See e.g., [39, 1960].
book about the numerical solution of partial dif- The main idea is roughly the following. Let us be
ferential equations. (After the war this book was interested in Kx - y with x ( X, y ( Y. Then
translated into many languages.) the numerical method solves essentially KhX-

The Faddejevals mnography (25. 1950] is like- yh where h is a parameter, h - 0 and xh E x
ly the first comprehensive book about the methods y, ( 1. There Is a one to one mapping Vb of
of linear algebra. (It ms later translated into P onto 2 E X and $h of 7 ont 9  I c y.
bglish.) Nichlin's work and books (e.g. (26, Then. one-would like to achieve that 4p (x h ) is
1950; 27, 1952] and others) about the variational close to the solution of the original problem. For
methods were important contributions to the theory that, one has to essentially achieve that 1hK -
of variational methods and computational ap- Khog is mall. In (38, 1948] this approach was
proaches. applied to a large class of illustrative problems.

Collocation method obviously can also be un-

1. Variational methods derstood as method of moments and has been
treated, e.g. in (39. 1960], in the frame of the

is I have already mentioned, the variational above mentioned approach. A method which is very
methods were investigated by many authors. The close to the collocation was applied in (E0,
investigations addressed both the Ritz method 1954], El. 1956] by Vishik. In an abstract form,
based on a minimization of a quadratic functional the Calerkin method and nonlinear problems and a
a well as the Galerkin method (sometimes called discussion of the approximate method are given by

methods of sament or weighted residuals) with the Krasnoselskij in E2, 1954] and in some of his
same or different trial and test spaces. The re- other papers.

I give here the references to the originals in Russian. Translations of many of these papers and books
are now available.
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a na e afwenme meo Ober die par tiellon Differenzengloichungernder Physik, Math. Amn. 100, 1928-1929. pp.
gos besie thOwy at the finite differ noe me- 32-T4.

fte eepeelly related to the stability to.1n the (5] Rektorys. K., Survey of Applicable Mathemat-
book by NJabemkij Filippow C43, 1956]. A handbook ioo, Prague, 1966.
ot flatte difrenm c dimee for partial differen- (6] Babu~ka. I.. sektorya. K. Vy~ichlo. F..
blal emuensm was written by PanOW (44, 1951]. Mthematisohe glastisititatheorie der obenen
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The Laboratory for Ifmerical analysis is an integral part or the
Institute for Physical Science and Technology of the University of Maryland,
under the general administration of the Director, Institute for Physical
Science and Technology. It

" To conduct research In t I theory and computational
implementation of mm 1 i an related topics, with emphasis
on the numerical trea n 1 i an nonlinear differential equa-
tions and problems in 1n In aralgebra.

o To help bridge gaps beAtL NUh lI directions in engineering,
physics, etc., and those in the mathematical community.

COLLEGE PARK CAMPUS
o To provide a limited consulting service In all areas of numerical

mathematics to the University as a whole, and also to government
agencies and Industries in the State of Maryland and the Washington
Metropolitan area.

o To assist with the education of numerical analysts, especially at the
postdoctoral level, in conjunction with the Interdisciplinary Applied
Mathematics Program and the programs of the Mathematics and Computer
Science Departments. This includes active collaboration with govern-
ment agencies such as the National Bureau of Standards.

" To be an international center of study and research for foreign
students in numerical mathematics who are supported by foreign govern-
ments or exchange agencies (Fulbright, etc.)

Further information may be obtained from Professor I. Babu3ka, Chairman,
Laboratory for Numerical Analysis, Institute for Physical Science and
Technology, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742.
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